The 3rd Commando Battalion runs into a German coastal convoy, which affects their landing at Yellow Beach. Only two transport points remain available and two of the commando units are evacuated. Lt. Col. Dunford-Slater begins with only three units.

**CW Amphibious Transport Phase**

The turn one units are deployed in their respective beach landing hexes, and the non-commando units check for landing. A landing check is made to represent the effects of cross currents, rough seas, navigational errors, equipment failure and the like. There are two tables for this, so the Turn 1-2 Landing Check Table is used this time. The South Saskatchewan Battalion finds cross currents and two of the units drift to the west.

At White Beach, the 3rd Royal Hamilton Light Battalion lands without incident. On Blue Beach, two units of the Canadian 4th Brigade land. The 4th Royal Regiment misses its mark, and the 1/RR and 3/RR companies are delayed due to navigational errors.

**Operations Phase**

During the first turn there is only one operation chit. Beginning with turn two, there will be three per turn. The Operations Chit is a German Depth Placement. It is for Dieppe-Orange. Two depth chits are placed according to the priority rules, one with a German unit in Dieppe and the other with a unit in the vicinity of Orange Beach.
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Commonwealth Action Phase

Beach Landings & Evacuation.
All of the units in beach landing hexes, land intact. At Orange Beach, the C and E companies of the 4th Commando Battalion attack the German garrison on the western section. It occupies a road hex. The German unit is eliminated. It was a 1-strength company. Next, the A and B companies of 4th Commando move toward the Hess Artillery position. Because they avoid the enemy field of fire, they each move two hexes.

At Green Beach, the South Saskatchewan Battalion finds two of their companies up against a cliff. Since they cannot traverse it, they move around it to get to the German unit west of Pourville. The rest of the Canadian units attack a German detachment to the east of Pourville. It is set up on the banks of the La Sue. The enemy unit is eliminated. On White Beach, the 3/RHL Company advances on the German position. The cliffs along Blue Beach are prohibitive for movement and the Canadian infantry looks for a way around them. There is one entry point into Puys, but it is covered by wire, which allows only one unit per turn to cross. Since six stacking points will give the Germans a concentrated target, only one unit deploys into the location.

The last operations involve the 3rd Commando Battalion on Yellow Beach. These units were interrupted by the coastal patrol that crossed paths with their landing attempt. Two of the three units on the beach cross the wire obstacles to advance toward their objectives. There is no recovery this time as none of the Commonwealth units are disrupted.

End of Turn Phase
The Operations Chit is set aside.

Turn Two 0500

CW Amphibious Transport Phase

D Company of the 4th Commando Battalion deploys to the Orange Beach landing zone and the remainder of the Royal Regiment deploys to Blue Beach.

The Royal Regiment makes its landing check and 1st Company drifts to the east while 3rd Company is unaffected.

Operations Phase

1st Operations Chit. A German Action Chit is drawn. German Action Target Circle. Purple Assault, Brown. To the west of Pourville, a 1 strength garrison has two companies of the South Saskatchewan Regiment in its field of fire. As a result, 3rd Company is reduced a step and also becomes disrupted.

On Orange Beach, Company C of the 4th Commando Battalion becomes disrupted. Then, a German Garrison on the coast recovers from disruption.

2nd Operations Chit. German Action: Target Diamond. Green, Red and Purple Assault. The Germans have two Green positions. One is out of range and the other is disrupted, so instead of firing it will recover disruption. The other unit moves northward. There are three Red positions. One is out of range, one is disrupted, and the third has a field of fire against the Royal Regiment at Blue Beach. The 4th Company unit has the diamond target symbol and as a result disrupts and loses a step. Next up is the German Purple positions. Two of the three positions are out of range, but a coastal detachment on the coast near Pourville fires at the South Saskatchewan Regiment and 3rd Company suffers its second step loss and is replaces with a one-step “diamond” chit.

3rd Operations Chit. German Action Target Diamond. Green Assault, Orange, Brown. There is only one Green position, near the Tank Wall where the Royal Hamilton Regiment is assaulting and 3rd Company becomes disrupted and loses a step. There are six Orange positions.

On Orange Beach, a German infantry unit moves toward the north to a purple position along the road near Ste Marguerite. Next, on the central map, an HQ near Les Vertus moves northward to the red position. An infantry unit in Dieppe advances to the purple position to the north, near the disrupted Canadian unit at the tank wall.
An artillery unit on the south edge of the Dieppe sector advances toward the south. Battery Goebbels remains static as the objective is not destroyed so the movement arrow has no effect. On the east edge, an infantry unit moves along the road toward Berneval-La-Grande.

An artillery unit at Verengeville Sur Mer moves to the northwestern side of the town. Then a coastal detachment on Orange Beach fires at the 4th Commando Battalion and as a result E Company loses a step and becomes disrupted. In the central sector, an anti-tank company remains in place as its movement is blocked by another German unit, but an artillery unit moves along the eastern road toward Dieppe. Another infantry unit in Dieppe advances toward the coast. The coastal detachment in the eastern part of Dieppe cannot inflict any hits because the Canadian unit has already sustained a hit from this chit from a Green position. In the vicinity of Yellow Beach, a German infantry company advances toward the coast. This concludes the Operations Phase.

**Commonwealth Action Phase**

This begins with *Beach Landings*. On Orange Beach, D company joins the rest of the 4th Commando Battalion, which has become disrupted from enemy fire. Then, landing on Blue Beach, are Companies 1 and 3 of the Royal Regiment Battalion.

Next, Commonwealth Actions are resolved. Undisrupted Canadian units perform their actions, one each. On Orange Beach, D Company of the 4th Commando Battalion crosses a wire obstacle and advances into the vacant German position along the *La Saane*. The other two commando units are disrupted and are unable to perform actions. Then Companies A and B move toward the Battery Hess Objective.

Near Dieppe, the South Saskatchewan Battalion advances from the coast, southward.

On Blue Beach, 3rd Company of the Royal Regiment crosses wire to move forward. This leaves it caught between two German positions. Then 1st Company moves into position to cross the wire next turn. This is the only entrance surrounded by cliffs.

On Yellow Beach, 3rd Commando Battalion advances forward. The advance is slow because of the German field of fire. Nonetheless, Lt. Col. Dunford-Slater has the 3rd Commando’s sights on the Battery Goebbels objective. It is worth 5 VP’s.
During Recovery, four units remove their disrupted markers.

End of Turn Phase

The three Operations Chits are removed to the side.

Turn Three 0520

CW Amphibious Transport Phase

During the Unit Transport segment a large number of Allied units deploy to the Beach Landing Boxes. The Essex Scottish Regiment hits Red Beach while two more companies of the Royal Hamilton Light Battalion land on White Beach with A Company of the 14th Calgary Armoured. The Cameron Highlanders battalion aims at Green Beach.

Now to make the Landing Checks. On White Beach the Essex Scottish Regiment has problems. Rough seas cause 3rd Company to drift westward and the Armoured Company is delayed (Turn 4 Track). The Cameron Highlanders also have their troubles. A navigational error causes one company to drift toward the west, but it still can land. Another company becomes disrupted.

Operations Phase

1st Operations Chit. German Action, Target Triangle. Blue, Green Anti-Tank. On the western side, the infantry at Battery Hess cannot move or fire. The Green positions also are stuck.

In the center, German infantry fires on the South Saskatchewan Battalion. The 1st Company is hit and suffers disruption and a step loss. Then an infantry company adjacent to Les Vertus advances northward to the artillery position about 800 yards north. The anti-tank company in Rouxmesnil Bouteilles, moves to the northern part of the town along the roadway. A coastal detachment fires on the Royal Hamilton, which has advanced one company just off the beaches and 3rd Company becomes disrupted. A German artillery unit moves from the south into the edge of Dieppe. On Blue Beach, two coastal detachments fire on the Royal Regiment and 3rd Company is hit, reduced a step and disrupted. Then 1st Company is reduced and disrupted on the beaches.

On Yellow Beach, C Company of the 3rd Commando Battalion takes a step loss and is disrupted by infantry fire. A German engineer company advances toward the 3rd Commando’s position into Berneval La-Grande. Two infantry units on the east edge move to position against the 3rd Commando Battalion.

2nd Operations Chit. CW Commando Action (Remove). This is a unique chit. It allows the Commonwealth
player to conduct the operations. Lt. Col. Lovat orders the 4th Commando Battalion to proceed. Companies A and B advance into position against the Hess Battery, while Companies C and D outflank the German position to the west along the La Saane. On the opposite side, 3rd Commando Battalion resumes operations. Both Companies B and E move toward Battery Goebbels, while C Company removes its disruption marker.

3rd Operations Chit. German Action: Target Triangle. Red Assault, Orange positions. On the Orange Beach sector, a German infantry company advances to the village of Vasterival. A German coastal detachment in the northern part of Dieppe strikes the Canadians in the beach landing box and 2nd Company of the Royal Regiment on the beaches. The unit is already reduced and disrupted. It is further reduced to a platoon.

On the eastern side, 3rd Commando Battalion comes under fire. E Company suffers a disruption. The artillery at Battery Goebbels also inflicts a disruption on B Company. The Operations Phase ends and the Commando Chit is removed from the mix.

Commonwealth Action Phase

Elements of the Essex Battalion and the Royal Regiment on the beaches. The commandos outnumber the defenders 3-1, eliminating the German unit. z-s

On Green Beach, the Essex Scottish Battalion captures Pourville. An attack in Dieppe goes poorly and the Germans gain a depth chit. The rest of the ground units are limited in their ability to maneuver but eight disrupt markers are removed during recovery.

End of Turn Phase

The Operations chits are removed and the Commando chit is permanently removed from play. s
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**Turn Four 0540**

**CW Amphibious Transport Phase**

Two Armoured companies from the 14th Calgary Regiment attempt to land north of Dieppe along with two infantry units. During the Landing Check, one of the tank companies is delayed while the other drifts, but manages a landing. Both infantry units become disrupted.

**Operations Phase**

**1st Operations Chit.** German Action Target Triangle, Purple and Red Anti-Tank capability. In the vicinity of Orange Beach, a German infantry company moves into contact with D Company of 4th Commando Battalion. Otherwise there is no action on Orange Beach.

In the Dieppe sector, a coastal detachment west of Pourville hits 1st Company of the Cameron Highlanders, which takes a step loss and a disrupt chit. A German HQ company moves to Appeville and an infantry company advances to Bas De Hautot. On the Dieppe Beaches, the 2nd Company of the Royal Hamilton takes a step loss and a disruption. The unit is removed and replaced by a one-step chit. Then 1st and 3rd Companies are disrupted by enemy fire.

The Essex Scottish Battalion is also hit. The company on the eastern side of the tank wall is reduced and disrupted. (1st Company). On Green Beach, the Royal Regiment’s 1st Company is reduced to a platoon, and becomes disrupted.

On the eastern side, the artillery battery at Battery Goebbel’s manages to eliminate C Company of the 3rd Commando Battalion. Also E Company suffers disruption by infantry fire emanating from Le Petit Berneval.

**2nd Operations Chit.** Commando Action (Remove). The Allies get fortunate again. The A and B Companies of the 4th Commando Battalion move into Battery Hess and prepare to destroy the objective.

Then 3rd Commando Battalion attacks Battery Goebbels. It is defended by a “1” strength artillery battery. At 3-1, the German unit is eliminated, leaving the objective abandoned. Then Company E recovers from disruption.

**3rd Operations Chit.** German Action: Diamond Target, Brown Assault, Green positions. There is no effect on the positions at Orange Beach and Green Beach.

On White Beach, German infantry fire hits the 1st Company of the Royal Hamilton Regiment, and it takes a step loss. (It is already disrupted.) Since the German position has a depth marker, it can inflict another hit. The 3rd Company of the Royal Hamilton losses its second step and it is reduced to a platoon (disrupted). A German coastal detachment hits the 4th Company of the Essex Battalion in the Landing Box. It is reduced to two-steps and the Landing Track takes a hit as well, leaving it with only 6 transport points. On Blue
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Beach the Germans get a hit on the 4th Company of the Royal Regiment, which is reduced to a one-step company. At Yellow Beach, a German engineer company moves into Battery Goebbels. The Operations Phase ends.

Commonwealth Action Phase

Beach Landings & Evacuation. First A Company of the 14th Armoured Regiment lands on White Beach, albeit a bit to the west due to drift. Blue Beach is becoming congested as there has been little progress establishing a foothold.

Two companies of 4th Commando Battalion (A and B) destroy Battery Hess. This is a 5 VP Objective Hex. Then D Company attacks the infantry garrison blocking the road back to the beach. It is a 3-1 attack with no special capabilities and the German unit is eliminated. That finishes the action on the Orange Beach sector. Orange Beach will begin evacuation next turn.

The Canadian 6th Brigade conducts movement operations from the town of Pourville. Three companies have landed on the eastern side of the La Sue and maneuver toward the artillery objective hex. There are no attacks.

The units on Red and White Beaches are paralyzed by disruptions. The armour manages to move into a better position that allows action into Dieppe. The rest of the forces there await the opportunity for recovery.

At Yellow Beach, 3rd Commando Battalion continues its maneuvers. The German heavy weapons engineer unit is attacked at Battery Goebbels and is eliminated by B Company of the 3rd Commando Battalion. Then E Company moves into the Goebbels Battery Objective Hex, hoping to detonate it.sssbvvv

The Black Watch units on Blue Beach recover from disruption. At Red and White Beaches, five units form the Canadian 4th Infantry Brigade recover from disruption. Another disruption marker is removed from the Cameron Highlanders on Green Beach.

End of Turn Phase

The Operations chits are set aside and the special commando action chit is permanently removed from play.

Turn Five 0600

CW Amphibious Transport Phase

Two infantry companies of the Canadian 4th Brigade deploy in landing hexes at Red and White Beaches along with an armoured company. The Allies have an additional armoured unit that can land anywhere on the Dieppe map. Green Beach is having the most success in breaking out, so this one is chosen.

Next, the Allied player makes the Landing Checks. Company B of the 14th Armoured drifts and this will mean it lands on White Beach instead of Red. Then, 2nd Company of the Essex Scottish Battalion is delayed while the rest of the forces land as expected. Note that C Company of the 14th Armoured is in an excellent position on Green Beach, the eastern side of the La Sue.

Operations Phase

1st Operations Chit. German Action: Circle Target, Orange assault and Brown anti tank. We’ll see what happens. There is no action in the Orange Beach sector against 4th Commando Battalion. Likewise on the eastern invasion sight against the 3rd Commando Battalion.

All of the action takes place in the vicinity of Dieppe. A German anti-tank company advances to the train station in the city. Then, 3rd Company of the Essex is hit by fire from a German coastal detachment, and it is reduced a step and becomes disrupted. German infantry also hits the Black Watch at Blue Beach, disrupting it and eliminating a step.

2nd Operations Chit. German Action: Triangle Target. Blue, Brown with Anti-Tank. On Orange Beach, the Germans manage to disrupt one of 4th Commando Battalion’s units which remains on the beach. There is no other damage though.

In the east, the Germans fire at 3rd Commando Battalion at Battery Goebbels and manage a disruption. This will prevent them from destroying the objective this turn.

The main action occurs on the Dieppe map. Near Pourville, the one infantry company of the Canadian 6th Brigade becomes disrupted while 1st Company of the South Saskatchewan is reduced to a platoon and is also disrupted. Next, 1st Company of the Essex Scottish
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Battalion is reduced to a platoon and suffers disruption near the tank wall. Then, 4th Company (Essex) is disrupted on Red Beach. Two more infantry platoons are eliminated near Puys.

3rd Operations Chit. Hess Coastal Battery. The Allies get lucky here. Since the Hess Battery has been destroyed there is no damage and the chit is essentially a No Result. Now things can move forward to the Allies.

Commonwealth Action Phase

Orange Beach is now in Evacuation mode as the Battery Hess Objective has been achieved.

First, the Beach Landings are resolved. Three units, including the tanks on Green Beach land successfully. The Commonwealth units resume activity.

The 4th Commando Battalion has fulfilled its mission by destroying Battery Hess, so it begins to fall back toward Orange Beach in order to evacuate. Clear of enemy fields of fire, Companies A and B at the objective, use road movement to retreat 3 hexes toward the beaches. E Company must remain in place until its disruption marker is removed.

On the other side, 3rd Commando Battalion is still working on Battery Goebbels. The company at the site is disrupted and cannot destroy the objective so B Company advances to join them.

On the Dieppe map, Blue Beach has been a complete failure. Canadian 4th Brigade is wallowing. The forces at Red Beach are mostly disrupted, but 4th Brigade with support from the 14th Armoured manage an attack. The Germans have a depth marker but the Canadians have 5-1 odds. The German infantry becomes disrupted and the depth marker is removed along with a Canadian step from optional attrition.

South of Green Beach, the Canadian 6th Brigade attacks 2nd Battalion of the 571st which defends in open terrain. The German unit requires heavy weapons but the Canadian unit has this rating. The German infantry is subsequently eliminated. Additionally, 6th Brigade eliminates a coastal detachment on the western side of Pourville. Other units maneuver toward objectives.

End of Turn Phase

Action Chits are removed.
Turn Six 0620

CW Amphibious Transport Phase

Only one unit is deployed during the Unit Transport Segment. It is 2nd Company of the Essex Battalion which was delayed last turn. A Landing Check is performed and the unit is delayed again. Must be navigation errors again.

Operations Phase

The previous operations chits are added back into the random pool on turn six.

1st Operations Chit. German Depth Placement Dieppe Rear. Two depth markers are chosen randomly and deployed unrevealed upon the qualifying units.

2nd Operations Chit. German Action. Diamond. Green Assault, Orange, Brown. On Orange Beach, E Company of 4th Commando Battalion (reduced) is hit by German coastal detachment troops and is subsequently eliminated. That is all the action on the western beach. There is no action on Yellow Beach.

Dieppe Map. A coastal detachment hits 4th Infantry Company Essex Battalion on Red Beach. The Canadian unit is reduced to a platoon and is subsequently disrupted. Nearby, the Royal Hamilton Light Battalion is hit along with a tank company from the 14th Armoured. Then an infantry platoon is eliminated at Puys.

3rd Operations Chit. German Action. Circle Target. Red Assault, Blue, Brown. An artillery battery on the western map moves to a new position. Otherwise, there is no action over there. On the eastern map, one of 3rd Commando Battalion’s companies at Battery Goebbels becomes disrupted. This leaves the other one to detonate the objective. On the Dieppe map, south of Pourville, a German infantry company disrupts 2nd Company, South Saskatchewan Battalion. A German HQ moves north of Appeville. Another infantry company moves to the communications center on the main street through Dieppe. White Beach is hit hard and the Canadians lose two steps worth of tanks.

Commonwealth Action Phase

There are no units to land so the Landing Phase is skipped. The
Commonwealth commander does not call for an evacuation yet.

CW Actions. On Yellow Beach, Battery Goebbels is destroyed. This is a 5 VP Objective and this will finish the 3rd Commando Battalion’s mission. Next, it will focus on evacuation.

On the Orange Beach Map, 4th Commando Battalion continues to maneuver toward the beach hexes where it will be able to evacuate. Some of the units here use road movement to advance three hexes.

A company from the Cameron Highlanders moves with C Company of the 14th Armoured to get the radar station to the west of Green Beach. Almost all of the Canadian units on Red and White Beaches are suffering disruption so they have no action until the recovery phase.

Turn Seven 0640

CW Amphibious Transport Phase

Unit Transport: The 2nd Company, Essex Battalion is still attempting to land on Red Beach. It has been delayed a couple of turns now. This time it drifts east, but will still have an opportunity to land on Red Beach.

Operations Phase

1st Operations Chit. German Action. Triangle Targets. Green Assault, Purple AT. There is no action on either Orange or Yellow Beaches, which are on the flanks. On the Dieppe map, a German infantry company at Bas De Hautot re-deploys to Apperville. The German coastal detachment near

the tank wall targets two infantry platoons, which are subsequently eliminated. Then 9th Company, 3rd Battalion Infantry recovers disruption.

2nd Operations Chit. German Action, Circle Target. Purple, Blue AT, Green. Again there is no action on Orange Beach. On Yellow Beach however, the German forces awaken. An infantry company fires on the commandos at Battery Goebbels and manages to disrupt one of the two units.

On the Dieppe map, a German infantry company fires on Canadian 6th Brigade at Green Beach. Also, 2nd Company of the South Saskatchewan Battalion is disrupted. Then, 4th RHL Infantry Company takes another step loss on White Beach. It is reduced to a platoon and becomes disrupted. Another infan-
try platoon is destroyed on Red Beach and a third is disrupted. Then, near Puys, a German coastal detachment hits the Black Watch, which is reduced to a platoon (disrupted) as well.

**3rd Operations Chit.** German Action, Target Diamond. Red, Blue AT. On Yellow Beach, E Company of the 3rd Commando Battalion is hit by infantry fire. The unit loses a step and becomes disrupted. There is no action against 4th Commando Battalion on Orange Beach.

Dieppe. The South Saskatchewan Battalion is just south of Pourville. Its 2nd Company comes under infantry fire and loses a step. The unit was already disrupted. An infantry platoon is cleared from White Beach. Another platoon is lost on Red Beach. Then on Blue Beach, 2nd Company of the Royal Regiment becomes disrupted by infantry fire. Rough turn for the Canadians!

**Commonwealth Action Phase**

Yellow Beach is now in Evacuation mode as Battery Goebbels has been destroyed. Also, Dieppe has to evacuate due to combat losses. Because of this development, 2nd Company, Essex lands does not land on Red Beach after all. Instead it heads back to England. And 4th Commando Battalion continues to head for the beaches. Companies C and D follow the La Saane toward the English Channel while Companies A and B head toward the river.

The 2nd Company Cameron destroys the radar station to the left of Green Beach. This is worth 2 VP’s. Several other units of 6th Brigade surround the German infantry company south of Pourville. Cameron Highlanders’ 3rd Company advances to the German HQ company just to the north of Appeville. During recovery, the 3rd Commando Battalion on Yellow Beach removes its disruption markers. The commandos remain in position at Battery Goebbels. Many other infantry unit recover from disruption. Evacuated Steps: 25 Objective VP’s: 12
Turn Eight 0700

**CW Amphibious Transport Phase**
Since all three maps are in Evacuation Mode, there is no more Unit Transport and Landing Checks.

**Operations Phase**

**1st Operations Chit.** German Action, Diamond Target. Green, Red, Purple Assault. There is no activity on either Orange Beach or Yellow Beach. In the vicinity of Green Beach, just north of Appeville, the German HQ company manages to disrupt one of the Cameron Battalion’s infantry companies.

In action off White Beach, a German coastal detachment with a depth marker disrupts a reduced armoured company and an infantry platoon. Then at Puys, another coastal detachment causes 2nd Company, Royal Regiment a disruption.

**2nd Operations Chit.** Random Event. The Random Events Table is consulted. A die roll of 2 is *Engineers Destroy Tank Wall.* Since there are no engineers in that position, another die is rolled. (On a 1 the tank wall is destroyed, 2-6 No Event). A “one” is rolled and the *Tank Wall Destroyed Marker* is deployed. A little too late I might add.

**3rd Operations Chit.** German Action, Diamond Target, Blue Assault, Orange AT. Again there is no action on Orange Beach, but on Yellow Beach, the commandos at Battery Goebbels come under fire from a nearby infantry company. B Company of the 3rd Commando Battalion is reduced a step and suffers disruption.

On Blue Beach, a coastal detachment causes an infantry platoon a disruption. The rest of the German fire has no effect, because the units in range are the wrong target and are already disrupted.

**Commonwealth Action Phase**

During Evacuation, A Company of 14th Armoured Regiment is transported. It is only a one-step unit, worth 1 VP for evacuation. Then on Orange Beach, 4th Commando Battalion continues to head for the beaches. Company C moves into a beach hex, while the other three companies work their way northward.

On Yellow Beach, 3rd Commando Battalion attempts to fall back. E Company moves only one hex northward due to the fire range of a German infantry company. B Company recovers from disruption at Battery Goebbels.
Canadian 6th Infantry Brigade attacks a German infantry company south of Pourville. The German unit is 4th Company, 1st Battalion, and it is flanked and consequently eliminated. A Canadian infantry platoon boards transports on Green Beach.

The two Canadian companies at the radar objective head back toward Green Beach after receiving evacuation orders. The units on White Beach recover from disruption as do the units on Blue Beach.

**Turn Nine 0720 Operations Phase**


**2nd Operations Chit.** German Action, Triangle Target. Blue, Green AT. This has no effect on Orange Beach, but on Yellow Beach 3rd Commando Battalion is hit and E Company is eliminated by German infantry fire.

On Blue Beach, a German coastal detachment disrupts an infantry platoon. Near Appeville, 3rd Company, Cameron Highlanders is disrupted by fire from the German HQ company. Both units on White Beach are disrupted by enemy fire.

**3rd Operations Chit.** German Action, Triangle Target. Orange, Blue, Brown Assault. On Orange Beach, 4th Commando Battalion is hit. As a result, 3rd Company is reduced to one step and suffers disruption right on the beach. The Royal Regiment becomes disrupted on Blue Beach.

**Commonwealth Action Phase**

One infantry platoon evacuates from Green Beach. On Orange Beach, 4th Commando Battalion maneuvers for the beaches. One of the companies recovers from disruption. There is only one company left from 3rd Commando Battalion and it moves toward the evacuation point on Yellow Beach.

Next, 6th Infantry Brigade heads for Green Beach. Also, 3rd Company, Cameron Highlanders recovers from disruption and holds the German HQ in check near Appeville. Units on White and Blue Beaches recover from disruption.
**Operation Jubilee**

**Turn Ten 0740 Operations Phase**

**1st Operations Chit.** German Depth Placement: Yellow and Green. Depth Markers are drawn randomly and deployed.

**2nd Operations Chit.** German Action, Target Circle. Orange Assault, Brown AT. German infantry at Puys hits the Canadians on Blue Beach with fire, causing the Royal Regiment’s 3rd Company to lose a step and suffer disruption. Then on the La Saane, 4th Commando Battalion is hit by fire from a coastal detachment, causing A Company to lose a step and suffer disruption.

**3rd Operations Chit.** German Depth Placement: Blue and Green. The Germans deploy randomly chosen depth markers to the two locations.

**Commonwealth Action Phase**

First, 4th Commando Battalion commences operations on Orange Beach. D Company boards transports. B Company moves onto Orange Beach, while the other two commando companies recover from disruption.

On Green Beach, 2nd Infantry Company of the Cameron Highlanders also boards transports. There are not enough transport points to embark 14th Armoured C Company this time. They will wait until next turn. Then 6th Brigade has three more infantry companies and a platoon move onto Green Beach. South Saskatchewan, 4th Infantry Company moves to the northern section of Pourville.

On White Beach, what is left of B Company, 14th Armoured and infantry platoon board transports. On Blue Beach, an infantry platoon boards transports and Royal Regiment’s 2nd Infantry Company recovers disruption.

Then on Yellow Beach, the remnants of 3rd Commando make it to the wire obstacle, hoping to evade German fire, and successfully evacuate.

**Turn Eleven 0800 Operations Phase**

**1st Operations Chit.** Depth Placement: Dieppe and Orange. The Germans receive random depth markers in the specified locations.

**2nd Operations Chit.** German Action, Target Circle. Green, Orange AT. Both Yellow and Orange Beaches remain inactive. Near Appen, Cameron Highlanders’ 3rd Infantry Company is hit by German fire from the enemy HQ. The Canadian unit also becomes disrupted. On White Beach, B Company Armoured is disrupted in the landing zone.

**3rd Operations Chit.** German Action, Target Diamond. Orange, Purple
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AT. There is no action on Yellow and Orange Beaches. On White Beach, German infantry fire with Armor priority hits Company B of the 14th Armoured. These units are in transports on White Beach. The 14th Armoured Regiment’s tanks are destroyed and the Dieppe Transport track is reduced to 4 TPs.

**Commonwealth Action Phase**

Evacuation: On Orange Beach, D Company of the 4th Commando transports back to England (2 VP’s). On Green Beach, Cameron Highlanders 2nd Infantry Company evacuates on transports. (3 VP’s) An infantry platoon moves out from White Beach. (1 VP) Another infantry platoon moves off from Blue Beach (1 VP).

Now the Commonwealth units resume their actions. On Orange Beach, 4th Commando Battalion embarks on transports. Both Companies B and C expend three transport points to load, while company A moves onto the beaches.

Then, four transport points are used on Green beach to load an armoured company and an infantry company of the Cameron Highlanders. The rearguard near Appéville recovers from disruption. On Blue Beach, what remains of the Royal Regiment loads onto transports hoping to avoid German fire. Last, on Yellow Beach, the last unit of 3rd Commando crosses the wire obstacle to return to the beach for evacuation.

Status: 46 VP’s. (12 VP’s and 34 steps)

**Turn Twelve 0820**

Return the used Operations Chits to the randomizer.

**operations Phase**

1st Operations Chit. Germand Depth Placements: Dieppe and Yellow. The Germans add randomly chosen depth markers to the assigned areas.


3rd Operations Chit. German Action, Target Circle. Orange Assault, Brown AT. On Orange Beach, the commandos have moved out of range. There is no activation on Yellow Beach. Also, none of the Canadian units on Dieppe are in the range of fire, so this is basically a wasted activation.

**Commonwealth Action Phase**

Commonwealth units continue to evacuate. On Orange Beach, 4th Commando Battalion evacuates Companies B and C. (3 steps) The Cameron Highlanders evacuate an infantry company and 14th Armoured sends a company of tanks back to England. (4 VP’s). Finally, on Blue Beach, a company of the Royal Regiment escapes. (2 steps).
The last unit of 4th Commando Battalion crosses the wire obstacle on Orange Beach to get to the evacuation point. Green Beach has only four transport points and therefore loads the South Saskatchewan’s 2nd Infantry Company and the Cameron Highlanders, 1st Infantry Company. Both units are reduced by one step. Then, 4th Saskatchewan infantry unit moves to the beach while the rearguard recovers from disruption. The last move sees 3rd Commando’s remaining force board transports on Yellow Beach.

Mission Status: 55 VP’s

Turn Thirteen 0840

Operations Phase

1st Operations Chit. German Action. Brown, Red AT.

This results in a minor movement action and no fire combat.

2nd Operations Chit. Commonwealth Commando Action (Remove). Company A of the 4th Commando Battalion boards transports on Orange Beach. This is the only action.

3rd Operations Chit. German Action, Target Circle. Purple, Blue Assault. There is no action resulting from this chit.

Commonwealth Action Phase

Evacuations: Company A, 4th Commando, Orange Beach (1 step) heads to England. At Green Beach, two infantry companies of the 6th Brigade (4 VP’s) evacuate. Company B, 3rd Commando evacuates from Yellow Beach. (1 VP). Total 6 VP’s.

Four more steps board transports on Green Beach, while the rearguard unit pulls away from the enemy HQ company near Appeville.

End of Turn Phase

The commando chit is permanently removed while the other played chits are set aside.

Turn Fourteen 0900

Operations Phase

1st Operations Chit. German Depth Placements: Dieppe and Rear.

2nd Operations Chit. German Action, Target Triangle, Green Assault, Purple AT. The only Commonwealth units left are on Green Beach. There is no significant action

3rd Operations Chit. German
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Action, Target Diamond. Brown Assault, Green. The German HQ near Appęville moves northward toward the retreating Canadian unit. There is no further action.

Commonwealth Action Phase

Four steps of Commonwealth troops evacuate from Green Beach (4 VP’s). The last remaining unit is the 3rd Infantry Company of the Cameron Highlanders. This unit moves only one hex toward Green Beach, as it is within the field of fire of the German HQ company.

Turn Fifteen 0920

Operations Phase

1st Operations Chit. Commando Action. There are no commandos left. Either they have been evacuated or they are killed or captured. Nonetheless, this takes away one of the three potential German operations.

2nd Operations Chit. Place German Depth Marker: Blue Dieppe.

3rd Operations Chit. German Coastal Artillery: Battery Goebbels. This is already destroyed so this chit has no effect.

Commonwealth Action Phase

The Cameron Highlanders Infantry moves onto Green Beach. This move places it out of range of the German HQ. Next turn it can board transports.

Turn Sixteen 0940

Operations Phase

1st Operations Chit. German Action, Target Diamond. Orange, Purple AT. This has negligible effect.

2nd Operations Chit. German Action, Target Circle. Purple, Blue AT, Green. This chit allows the German HQ unit to move within range to fire on the Cameron Highlanders. The HQ company subsequently advances to the cliffs overlooking Green Beach.
Operation Jubilee

3rd Operations Chit. German Action, Target Triangle. Blue, Brown AT. This chit is ineffective. The Germans need a red chit to activate the HQ to fire.

Commonwealth Action Phase

There are no units loaded for evacuation. The 3rd Infantry Company on Green Beach loads into transports. They remain in the field of fire of the German headquarters company though.

Turn Seventeen 1000

Operations Phase

1st Operations Chit. German Coastal Artillery Battery Hess. This has no effect as Battery Hess is destroyed by the 4th Commando Battalion.

2nd Operations Chit. German Action, Target Circle. Red Assault, Blue, Brown. The 3rd Infantry Company is hit aboard transport. The unit was already reduced, so now it is represented by a one-step platoon. Then it disrupts and Green Beach Transport Points are reduced to 3 TPs.

3rd Operations Chit. German Action, Diamond Target. Green, Red, Purple Assault. The HQ fires on the fleeing infantry platoon. It is the wrong target priority and it is already disrupted so there is no further damage.

Commonwealth Action Phase

The infantry platoon is evacuated to England. (1 VP)

There are no more Commonwealth units left on the map, so a VP count is taken. There are 12 VP Objectives destroyed, and 54 steps have been evacuated. This is a total of 66 VP’s which equates to a Draw.